
Adrian Wilson&#8217;s renaming of Manhattan&#8217;s 50th Street station using stickers created by Matt Duncan (all images courtesy of Adrian Wilson and Matt Duncan)As the nation continues to honor and mourn the
loss of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the Supreme Court justice and champion of women&#8217;s rights who died last Friday at the age of 87, one tribute in New York City this weekend took place in a subway station. Adrian
Wilson, known for his commemorative urban interventions, convincingly reworked the mosaic signs for the 50th Street station in Manhattan to read Ruth St. instead.Â To realistically mimic the effect of mosaic, Wilson
used stickers painted by his friend, artist Matt Duncan, who tested four colors before finding the right hues of blue and white. By Saturday at 7pm, the signs for both the downtown and the uptown platforms at the station
had beenÂ modified.Mosaic-texture stickers created by artist Matt Duncan.It was just a playful tribute to an amazing woman, Wilson told Hyperallergic. People like to share their grief online, so it was an
easy-to-understand visual piece that was perfect for a meme to share. New York has and is suffering a lot this year so it also reminds people of the creativity and quirkiness that the city is famous for.One of the 50th Street
mosaic signs before Wilson&#8217;s intervention.The pair opted for adhesive contact paper instead of permanent paint to make it easy and inexpensive for MTA staff to remove &#8212; which they did, within 24 hours of
the work&#8217;s creation.Unfortunately it is illegal graffiti, though I would hope that the Supreme Court would dismiss my case! Wilson told Hyperallergic when asked if he had tried to get permission from the city.Some
New Yorkers who learned of the work after it came down are disappointed to have missed it during its short lifespan.But graffiti is always ephemeral, Wilson said. It is a reminder for people to look around them and see
those things that they miss while staring at their phones.  From Lovers Rock (2020), dir. Steve McQueen (image courtesy Amazon Studios)This year the New York Film Festival presents a mix of in-person and virtual
screenings, partnering with institutions in Queens and Brooklyn to offer drive-in screenings. Keeping pace with global film culture amid the pandemic, the festival brings a more streamlined, yet eclectic mix of auteur films,
documentaries, shorts, and experimental cinema.Enthralling NarrativesIn this time of sensory deprivation, the Main Slate offers a number of visually enthralling works. Steven McQueenâ€™s Lovers Rock â€” the first of
his five-part Small Axe series, which includes Mangrove and Red, White, and Blue, also showing in NYFF â€” transports viewers to a Caribbean dance party in London, in the 1960s. Replete with swanky dÃ©cor,
bright-prints, a soaring soundtrack, and frequent conversations in Jamaican patois, Lovers Rock is a nostalgia blast that revels in its own cultural specificity.From Tragic Jungle (2020), dir. Yulene Olaizola (image courtesy
Malacosa Cine)Equally rousing is Night of the Kings, the second feature from director Philippe LacÃ´te, in which a young inmate in a notorious prison in CÃ´te dâ€™Ivoire gets caught between feuding gangs, spinning a
lavish tale to save his life. Similarly to Lovers Rock, LacÃ´teâ€™s is an energized ensemble piece, in which players revel in talk and dance. Meanwhile, Yulene Olaizolaâ€™s Tragic Jungle is also rife with darkly spun
myths: In the 1920s, Mexican gum-tree workers wander the sprawling rainforest, where they take captive a woman, who might be an incarnation of a Xtabay goddess â€” a mystical seductress that leads men astray.On
the more ruminative side, Ephraim Asili&#8217;sÂ The Inheritance,Â Song Fangâ€™s The Calming, Tsai Ming-Liangâ€™s Days, and C.W. Winter and Anders EdstrÃ¶mâ€™s The Works and Days (of Tayoko Shiojiri in
the Shiotani Basin), all find uncanny grace in the mundanity of human existence. Days, in particular, is an incandescent, austerely framed story of two men who share an evening that combines sex and healing, their brief
bond unspools as a nagging, tactile memory. Heidi Ewingâ€™s atmospheric I Carry You With Me, similarly reminisces on how time and passion exert their wages: Two young gay men escape from a Mexican pueblo to
start over in New York, while trying to maintain ties to their families, particularly to a son from one of the menâ€™s previous relationships.From Her Socialist SmileIncisive DocumentariesIn the documentary realm, Lisa
CortÃ©s and Liz Garbusâ€™s urgent All In: The Fight for Democracy follows the 2018 gubernatorial race in Georgia, focusing on the African-American Democratic candidate, Stacey Adams, who later sued incumbent
Brian Kemp over voterÂ  suppression. The directors show how arbitrary yet targeted hurdles have plagued US elections since the ratification of the 15th Amendment in 1870, thereby exposing the questionable practices
â€” stringent ID requirements, gerrymandering â€” that may undermine the fairness of the upcoming presidential election.Suppression also plays a role in John Gianvitoâ€™s Her Socialist Smile, a profile of Hellen Keller,
a passionate socialist, who was also blind and deaf, and rallied for persons with disabilities. By combining Kellerâ€™s speeches with loosely strung images of nature, Gianvito channels her spirited insistence on an
intuitive sense of justice and the sensorial over more abstract forms of knowledge.Also worth catching is Garrett Bradley&#8217;s Sundance hit Time, which chronicles the devastating effect of mass incarceration on a
Louisiana family.From Time (2020), dir. Garrett Bradley (image courtesy Amazon Studios)RevivalsThis year, the Revivals section returns with a robust program, including titles selected by feature filmmakers like Ephraim
Asili (The Spook Who Sat by the Door, 1973) and Steve McQueen (Zero for Conduct, 1933). Set in a nineteenth-century Chinese brothel, where courtesans compete for clients and freedom, Hou Hsiao-Hsienâ€™s
Flowers of Shanghai (1998), is a feast for the eyes. Much like McQueenâ€™s Small Axe films, Hsiao-Hsienâ€™s historical drama delights in opulent costume and set design, recreating a debonair atmosphere that brims
with intrigue.The program also includes notable documentaries, such as Terrence Dixonâ€™s Meeting the Man: James Baldwin (1971) and William Kleinâ€™s Muhammad Ali, The Greatest (1974). Both films meditate on
racism in the US, as Baldwin and Ali each speak out passionately against the unspeakable violence and prejudice endured by Black people. In explaining to Dixon why speaking out about injustice is even more crucial
than writing fiction, Baldwin states, â€œIâ€™m a writer in a revolutionary situation.â€• Aliâ€™s revolutionary spirit meanwhile carries from his boxing into the ring of the civil rights movement.From DaysÂ (2020), dir. Tsai
Ming-Liang (image courtesy Grasshopper Films)Vibrant ShortsAs in years past, New York gets its own thematic shorts program, bringing together particularly striking work from Tayler Montague (In Sudden Darkness),
Neo Sora (The Chicken) and Noah and Lewie Kloster (Shots in the Dark with David Godlis), which take the city as its subject and setting. From Montagueâ€™s evocatively captured portrait of the Bronx, where a mother
and daughter shop for food during a blackout; to Soraâ€™s earthy, sensual twist on Chinatown and the Bowery, where a multicultural pregnant couple settles into their new place; to Klostersâ€™ East Village, with an
upbeat photographic commemoration of the CBGB Nightclub; the cityâ€™s distinct locations and myriad cultures come into sharp relief.In other programs, notable shorts include Sanfield, Kevin Jerome Eversonâ€™s
formally rigorous portrait of Black soldiers at the Columbus, Mississippi Air Force Base who undergo physically strenuous exercises, in preparation for duty, and Ana Vazâ€™s ApiyemiyekÃ®?, both featured in Program 6:
Here and Elsewhere. In the latter, the Brazilian-born filmmaker brings to the screen startling drawings and stories, related by researchers, of the Amazonâ€™s Waimiri-Atroari people who, back in the late â€˜70s, had
been attacked by the Brazilian government with Napalm.Overall, this yearâ€™s NYFF shorts slate is a great opportunity to discover vibrant, adventurous new voices in international cinema.The 58th New York Film
Festival continues through October 11 online and via drive-in screenings. See Film at Lincoln Center for the full schedule.Â   Artist Arcmanoro Niles (image courtesy Lehman Maupin, New York, Hong Kong, Seoul, and
London)Welcome to the 11th edition of Meet the NYC Art Community. With the weather starting to turn chillier again, the subject of domestic space has been top of mind for me. My internet search history is riddled with
queries about home improvement and gardening, as I brace myself for a winter that will likely entail more time staring at my walls than usual.For DC-born painter Arcmanoro Niles, such considerations of the mundane and
domestic always sit front and center. His canvases reflect a deep interest in conveying the intimacy of private space and teasing out what their characteristics can reveal about their inhabitants. Rendered in his trademark
palette of pinks, purples, and oranges, Niles&#8217;s sumptuous paintings of friends and familyÂ also nod to closely held desires, evinced through his inclusion of spindly, trickster-like figures he calls seekers. As Niles
describes them, these figures â€œare more impulsive, chasing whatever they think will make them happy in that moment, with no fear of consequence, while the human subjects are more vulnerable and open with their
feelings.â€• Positioned in frame but never quite part of the action,Â the seekers prompt the viewer to wonder what hidden desires we may not be seeing but are still contending with in some way.Niles holds degrees from
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and the New York Academy of Art. His work has been presented in solo exhibitions at UTA Artist Space, Los Angeles; Rachel Uffner Gallery, New York; Long Gallery, New York;
and Guild Hall, East Hampton, NY; and has been included in group exhibitions such as Young, Gifted, and Black, The Lumpkin-Boccuzzi Family Collection of Contemporary Art, Lehman College Art Gallery, Bronx, NY;
and Afrocosmologies: American Reflections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford, CT. Additionally, his work is in the collections of institutions including the Bronx Museum of the Arts, Bronx, NY; the Dallas
Museum of Art, Dallas, TX; the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, CA; the Phoenix Art Museum, Phoenix, Arizona; and The Studio Museum in Harlem, New York.* * *Arcmanoro Niles, The Nights I Donâ€™t Remember, the
Nights I Canâ€™t Forget (2018), oil, acrylic, and glitter on canvas,72 x 70 inches (image courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin, New York, Hong Kong, Seoul, and London)Where do you consider home? I consider both
New York and DC as home. Most of my family is in DC, where I was born, but now I have lived in New York longer than any other place.What brought you to New York/what has made you stay?I first moved to New York
to attend grad school at the New York Academy of Art. I stayed here mostly for the art: the museums, the galleries&#8230; If it wasnâ€™t for the art, Iâ€™d probably disappear and live in a small hillside town close to the
woods â€” or at least that is what I tell myself.Tell me about your first memory of art. Thatâ€™s a tough question for me. I grew up watching anime and Bob Ross and that was art for me. I was so fascinated at how
someone could start with a straight line and eventually have something so complicated and lifelike. I would spend entire days drawing things like Dragon Ball Z, just trying to get it right â€” though I never could. But if we
are talking about paintings, the first artist that captured my fascination the same way was Mark Rothko. I love how he could get so much emotion by using color.Arcmanoro Niles, Never Knew What Little Time We Had (I
Lost The Nameless Things) (2019), oil, acrylic and glitter on canvas, 57 x 78 inches (image courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin, New York, Hong Kong, Seoul, and London)How would you describe your practice? A
lot of it is pretty intuitive, especially when it comes to the color, the construction of the composition, and how I want it to feel. A lot of my references come from old family photos or pictures I take myself with my cell phone
or a point and shoot camera. I&#8217;m always thinking about how the painting will come out to the viewer so I use quite a bit of reflective paints and shiny materials like glitter. But I think that, at the end of the day, I am a
painter who is interested in color and stories that talk about who we are. Little moments that give us a glimpse into what life feels like.What are you working on currently? I am just at the beginning of a new group of
paintings, for my next show in NYC at Lehmann Maupin, opening June 2021. In a lot
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